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Abstract: Visual Monitoring System requires competent approximation of the background, background modelling and 

precise motion detection. Background subtraction is the easier and faster approach to categorize the background and 

foreground. Generally, all of the modern smart and intelligent video surveillance system requires robust detection of the 

foregrounds which efficiently deal with various environment challenges. As per the detailed literature survey single 

algorithm is not capable to deal with all constraints, on the basis of the wide space application and requirements 

researchers usually, focuses on the classification or segmentation techniques. The aim of this paper is to provide the 

accurate and complete study of the various background modeling approaches and foreground detection techniques. This 

survey intended for some of the popular statistical pixel based parametric and non parametric approaches, region based 

approached and some of the popular hybrid approaches for the background handles. The focus and need of the study is 

to deal with the various datasets and real time video sequences challenges. in spite of of all the literature survey still 

some of the challenges like object abrupt motion, object complex silhouette, object appearance and camera motion are 

various issues for the researchers.   
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1. Introduction 
 

Background subtraction, background estimation and background initialization are widely used in various visual 

surveillance applications. Usually, all the video sequences are taken from the stationary cameras. Smart and intelligent 

video surveillance system requires the precise location and activities of the moving and stationary foregrounds. Now a 

day’s visual surveillance system deals with various challenges not only pertaining to foreground or background, but it 

also related to the environment, cameras and system implementation. Earlier before 1996, foreground and background 

categorization was achieved on with the help of couple frame because of computer system limitations. Looking towards 

the present situation the latest intelligent surveillance approaches not handles the various challenges but also deals with 

the different foregrounds such as moving and stationary foregrounds. Many of the surveillance system defines 

background subtraction is the primitive operation. However so many various background foreground classifications and 

object tracking options are available. All approaches are generally available with the tradeoffs like computational cost 

and the excellence and accuracy of the foreground detection. Sometimes the segmentation of the dynamic region or 

moving object is known as background subtraction or the foreground segmentation. Real time visual monitoring system 

does not adopt the illumination variations, similarity in foreground and background objects, shadows and non stationary 

backgrounds. Figure 1 shows the general approach for the foreground detection.   
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Figure 1. Basic Motion Detection flow 

Fundamental step in every visual monitoring system for the motion detection or the segmentation of the foreground and 

background is background subtraction. Background subtraction generally follows the background modeling followed by 

background initializations and the classifications of the background and foreground pixels along with the background 

modeling maintenance. Background initialization is used to generate the initial background frame on which the entire 

background model accuracy depends. Some literature also defines it as the background generation, background 

extraction or the construction. 
 

2. Background modeling 
 

Background modeling is the method to represent the initialized background. Pixel classification is the segmentation 

technique through it, background and foreground is classified and over a period of time background model needs to 

update to handle the various challenges. Most researchers have focuses their intention on the automated surveillance. For 

the automated surveillance one must aware about the behaviors and the activities of the moving and static foregrounds in 

a space. For the robustness and effectives of the algorithm one must have to analyze and understand the dataset, video 

sequences or the real time detection challenges carefully.  

The prime importance in terms of implementation of the surveillance algorithm is to separate the foregrounds known as 

the moving objects from the backgrounds known as a static objects or the information. Background models can be 

classified as, Basic Background modeling, Statistical background model, background estimation using filtering or fuzzy 

background modeling. Figure 2 shows the different background model classifications. [1] proposed and compares the 

background algorithms. They have classified all the approaches in the field of pixel based and region based approaches 

and some are hybrid approaches. [2] proposed all the likely approaches in Row pixel, optical flow, Histogram 

representation, covariance representation, wavelet filtering representation, active contour representation, feature based 

presentation like SIFT [3] and SURF [4], segmentation based. [5] Proposed all the background modeling approach in to 

the broad categories of Recursive and Non Recursive modeling. [6] proposed median filtering based background 

modeling approach. With the exact selection of the frame rate and buffer size, algorithm is easy to adopt the dynamic 

environments. [7] proposed approximate median filtering approach to estimate the background. [8] Compares three 

background model approaches, Median filtering, Gaussian Mixture Model and Kernel Density Estimation. [9] Presented 

a novel feature based shape based background modeling. 
 

Table 1 shows some of the important background modeling approaches. Typically, all the approaches are classified either 

pixel based or region based.  

Background Modeling Techniques

Recursive Approach Non Recursive Approach

· Median Filtering

· Approximate Median 

Filtering

· Gaussian Mixture Model

· AGMM

· Bayesian Model

· HMM

· Kalman Filtering

· Covariance Representation

· Wavelet Filtering 

· Spatio Temporal Filtering

· Averaging Filtering

· Linear predictive Filtering

· Histogram Representation

· Non parametric – Vibe

· Kernel Density Estimator

· Codebook Representation

· Hybrid (Pixel and Region 

based)

· Artificial Neural Network

 

Table 1. Basic Background Modeling Techniques 

 

3. Background model challenges 
 

Background model must have robustness and adaptability to handle scene variations such as illuminations variations and 

non stationary backgrounds. In certain cases background does not available so need to train background model. Many 

constraints and challenges made Visual Surveillance system challenging is described as follows, [10,11] 
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Camera Location: camera can be static or PTZ and location may be fixed, aerial position or satellite images. In all cases 

algorithm must have to detect the motion from any video sequences. Sensing a noise or intensity variations may leads to 

erroneous detection and estimation. 

Camera Quality: For every CCTV, camera quality is being varied from low to high definition quality. Low resolution 

will generate less no. of frames at the same time high resolution have large file size. Poor quality videos due to tripod 

variations, weak contrast, noisy artifacts leads to increases false positives. 

Environments: Generally, Motion can be detected in indoor and outdoor environments where shadows, illuminations and 

occlusions are the biggest constraints. However for the outdoor scenes non stationary background must be accounted. 

Foregrounds: Moving Objects have similar color as background, too much fast and slow objects, abrupt motion, object 

silhouette and behavior. 

Tracking Limitations: non-rigid object tracking, small-size object tracking, tracking a varying number of objects, 

complicated pose estimation, object tracking across cameras with non-overlapping views 

Real Time processing: It requires fast and low computational cost algorithm. It does not handle gradual or sudden 

illumination variations efficiently. 

Object Appearance: illumination variations, fast camera motions, occlusion, dataset noise and outliers, non-rigid 

silhouette deformation, object abrupt motion. 
 

To make sure high detection efficiency usually, most researches have opt the wide range of background modeling to 

meet the above challenges. All the various models are focused on some of the challenges and on the bases of the certain 

predefined applications. 

4. Pixel based approach 

 
Background modeling is required to detect the motion, a motionless or moving foreground objects from the background. 

Specialized and just approach to detect the foreground is the background modeling. While more than a few decades many 

researchers have studied and proposed algorithms for detecting the motion in the video sequences. Generally, they have 

proposed frame difference either first frame or previous frame approach or the background subtraction approach. With 

the help of detailed literature survey typically, each and every one the background modeling approaches are confidential 

in to the Pixel based, Region based or Hybrid approach. It can also be categorized as parametric or non-parametric based 

model. Initially, [12] proposed a simplest pixel based single Gaussian Model. It is a kind of parametric approach which 

deals with the simple scenes. Proposed single Gaussian approach does not handle scene variations. [13, 14] introduced 

novel pixel based Gaussian Mixture Model. They have proposed every pixel in the form of mixture components such as 

weight, mean and covariance. [15,16] suggested the improved version, Adaptive Gaussian Mixture Model.[17] further 

improved has been suggested by him. Without affecting the GMM stability, he has improved the Adaptive GMM model 

by updating the learning rate. [18] suggested a newer dynamic Gaussian component approach, for the improvement in the 

detection accuracy and computational time. [19] proposed Bayesian approach to model the background with the help of 

prior knowledge. [20] proposed pixel based Gaussian Components for the background modeling approach, further the 

segmentation is obtain with the help of threshold decision method. Above all the proposed approaches are parametric 

model. [21] proposed nonparametric self organization based neural network (SOBS) approach for the foreground 

detection. [22] proposed a vector quantization based codebook nonparametric method for the background modeling. [23] 

suggested a statistical computing sample consensus (SACON) approach for the background model. This non parametric 

model uses the color and motion features for the detection of the motion in the video sequences. [24] proposed a unique 

pixel based non parametric approached known as pixel-based adaptive segmenter (PBAS). They have used pixel history 

to model the background pixels. [25] proposed W,S and L based WSL mixture model to estimate the background. Inter 

frame variations and stable structure deals with the dataset outliers and occlusions. [26] proposed another WSL mixture 

model. Instead of filtering approach, algorithm uses visual features for estimating the background modeling. [27] 

suggested Gaussian approximate distribution model for the appearance model. Gaussian model used the mixture 

parameters and it follows the multimodality. [28] explained the importance of the Gaussian Mixture model. Proposed 

algorithm determines probability distributions automatically for the mixture parameters such as weight, mean and 

covariance. [29] presented a spatial color mixture Gaussian Model for the background modeling. The uniqueness of the 

algorithm extracts both the spatial and color information efficiently. [30] presented a prediction based non parametric 

pixel based Mixture of Gaussians algorithm for the background modeling which is known as PM-MOG used for 

classification of the foreground and background pixels. [31] presented a Bayes regulation which is in association with the 

background and foreground. The selected feature vector is needs to generate for the better classification of the 

foreground and background in the video sequences. [32] Proposed a Auto regressive Moving Average Model for pixel 

classification. It is textured based segmentation appearance model where Kalman is used to handle dynamicity of the 

scene. The unique texture based recursive filtering approach efficiently classifies the foreground and background pixels. 

[33] presented a motion assisted matrix restoration-based appearance background model. Low rank matrix and sparse 

matrix ultimately classify the foregrounds and backgrounds. Sparse matrix is belonging to foregrounds while low rank 

matrix is associated with the background.  
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5. Region based approach 
 

Similarly pixel based approach, region based workings on the basis of the inter pixel association. It segments the whole 

image in to region and identified or extracts the foreground using the help of image region. In comparison with the other 

parametric or non parametric pixel based approaches region based approaches forever reduces the effect of the noise. 

[34] proposed novel region based non parametric background modeling known as Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). 

[35] developed an ultimate solution for the background modeling in terms of the kernel density estimation on the bases 

of the color histogram. The proposed algorithm utilize the Bhattacharya distance for the calculating the pixel regions. 

[36] developed scale aware kernel density estimator for the background modeling. Gaussian mean shift features is used 

to categorize the regions. [37] presented a heuristic block matching region based non parametric approach for 

background modeling. Algorithm utilized the scene illumination changes to distinguish the motion from the static 

background. [38] Extended the comparable approach with the uses of fixed size regions. It is very much valuable for the 

outdoor environments specially, in incidence of the dynamic environment. [39] Used image region color space for the 

detection for the foreground. It si also an efficient region based approach compare to color, texture or descriptor based 

method. [40] used the texture feature-based modeling known as local binary pattern (LBP) for the background modeling. 

The LBp utilized the information among the overlapping region of the foregrounds and backgrounds by means of 

histograms for the better classification. [41] developed binary descriptor-based background modeling to handle the 

outdoor environments and able to take various constraints. [42] utilized the samples of the binary descriptors to model 

the background.  
 

6. Hybrid approach 
 

The integration of the pixel and region based approaches generates the Hybrid background modeling. Hybrid approach 

handles the illumination changes and dynamic backgrounds for the outdoor space monitoring. It also better classifies the 

background and represents the regions individually. [43] utilized the frame level, pixel level and region level information 

of the scenes and using Wiener filtering approximate the background. It can capable to detect the foregrounds in presence 

of the sudden light variations and non stationary backgrounds. [44] developed integrated pixel and region-based hybrid 

approach for the motion approximation. It used the RGB color information and capably categorize the foregrounds. Its 

computational complexity is very high. [45] proposed novel embedded hybrid approach for the foreground segmentation. 

[46] developed hybrid approach with the help of log like hood function and pixel classification for the generating the 

background model. [47] presented a Kernel based hybrid model using online SVM learning.  
 

7. Conclusion 
 

This review paper presents a exhaustive and critical survey on the foreground detection and motion detection 

applications. Paper also describes the vital and innovative motion detection flow and various background modeling 

approaches in details. We have gone through and discussed the various background modeling challenges such as camera, 

environment, foregrounds, racking and real time processing.  In this paper we have offer the significant information 

regarding the background modeling approaches such as pixel based approaches, region based approaches and hybrid 

approaches for the enhanced and improved estimation of the background and foreground detection.  
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